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Full schedule planned
for 'Yadeniam Four'
nc.
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JUST THE FACTS, MA'AM—Ray (Dick Tracy)
Phi!ippon corners
Meriby (Lucy) Sweet, and Sherwood (Crisco Kid)
Reynolds to find out
who they're supporting for campus mayor. Lucy
and the Kid are pleading the "Fifth." One of the three aspirants will be
elected during the
Maine Day festivities.

By LINDA CARR
If you like to chase greased pigs,
kiss Senior Skulls, eat barbecued
chicken, and stomp to the Kingsmen, then be on hand for the
Maine Day celebration next Wednesday.
Three candidates have entered the
mayoralty race. Sherwood Reynolds, an off-campus sophomore,
will run as "The Crisco Kid."
Lambda Chi is supporting Ray
Phifippon, a junior who is running
as "Dick Tracy." Meriby Sweet, a
junior from Penobscot Hall, is the
first female candidate ever to run
for the position of mayor. Her
theme is "Lucy" of the Peanuts
comic strip.
The mayoralty contest officially
begins tomorrow when betweenclass skits will be held on the library steps. Individual car parades
will be held Monday and Tuesday.
"Yadeniam Four," kicks off Tuesday when Maine's baseball team
will play Vermont at 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday evening a free dance will
be held at 8 p.m. in the gym with
music by The Cobras.
Following a band wake-up early
Wednesday morning, representa-

the maine

tives from student organizations
will compete in games behind the
Field House. The games include
sack racing, pie eating and pig
chasing. The Student Senate has
challenged the Faculty Council to
a softball game which will be held
at 8:30 a.m.
The car parade with the mayoralty floats, a band, horses, the
Pershingettes and the Pershing
Rifles will begin at 10 a.m. Anyone
interested in supporting a mayor
candidate by building a float should
contact Dave Hodson, Stodder, or
George Clark, Phi Eta, immediately. Participants in the parade will
assemble in back of the Union
at 9:15 a.m. The parade will end
with the final speeches of the three
mayor candidates in the gym, followed by voting in the Field House.
Students will need their ID cards to
vote.
A chicken barbecue will be held
at noon. Dormitory students should

bring their meal tickets. Fraternity
members, off-campus students and
faculty must pick up special tickets
at the Maine Day booth outside of
the Den from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. A
limited number of free tickets are
available. At 1:15 p.m. a varsity
football scrimmage will take place
on the football field.
The Kingsmen will be on hand
for a concert-dance Wednesday
afternoon in the gym. Tickets are
81.00 each and may be purchased
at the Maine Day booth. The concert will begin at 3:30 p.m. and
last for two hours. The floor will
be open and dress is informal.
The new mayor will be announced
during intermission.
The Maine Day Spectacular is
the finale of the "Yadeniam Four"
celebration. Beginning at 7:30
p.m., the Spectacular will feature
student and faculty talent and the
tapping of the new Sophomore
Owls and Senior Skulls.

Trustees approve
new building sites

The sites for a new press build- ing marijuana.
Mr. Cobb stated the
ing and a new infirmary were ap- investigation
is still continuing.
proved by the Board of Trustees at There was no
discussion of the retheir meeting last week. The new port by the
Trustees.
press building, which will replace
Beginning his summer, geology
the old print shop beside Hart Hall, courses will
be incorporated into
will be constructed past the uni- the program
of the College of Arts
versity barns, near the new service and Sciences.
The courses are curbuilding.
rently contained in the Department
A Progressive Newspaper Serving A Growing
The new infirmary will be locat- of Civil Engineer
University
ing. This change
ed in a spot west of Gannett Hall was made to
facilitate expansion of
Nuntber 27
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and east of the Physics Building. the geologica
Vol. LXV1 Z 270
l science courses.
Francis McGuire, director of physiFive new courses in the College
cal plant, explained that this loca- of Business
Administration were aption would put the new health cen- proved by the
Board. These added
ter near the athletic field, where courses are designed
to
most injuries occur, set it would with the rapid changes keep pace
in business
also be close to the classroom fa- and to enhance the
Master of
cilities. Most students come to the Business Arts program.
Five courses
infirmary between classes.
will also be dropped from the ColThe Board also approved several lege, as the material
is now includnew faculty appointments. There ed in other courses.
will be forty-six new faculty memThree new courses will be added
bers on campus next fall, and thir- to the College of Educatio
The inauguration of Dr. Edwin role the land grant instituti
n. One is
ons iscational crisis was discussed in the
teen
new administrators. Dr. H. designed for advanced
Young as tenth president of the playing. The state tuthersit
study, and
y not Hauck auditorium.
Austin Peck, vice-president of aca- the other two will
University of Maine last Thursday, only educates but has also
cover basic
devel"Higher education is often under demic affairs, announce
was a simple but impressive cere- oped a "trend to greater
d that the material.
public attack and many people have come acquisition
of additional faculty
mony. Dr. Lawrence M. Cutler, service."
The
Trustees approved two new
to the conclusion that everything was going fairly
well. "Business is programs for the College of Life
President of the Board of Trustees
"We in the United States have is terrible and getting worse,"
de- brisk, and bargaining is hard," he Sciences and
explained the ceremony as an at- developed a system of higher
Agriculture. One of
edu- clared Dr. Fred H. Harrington in reported.
tempt "to demonstrate, to keep cation that combines private
the programs will lead to a bachand his opening statement.
Mr.
Robert
Cobb, director of elor's degree in agricultural mechwhatever is useful and meaningful public and combines them very
Dr. David R. Fink, Dean of Student Services,
presented a report anization, and the other provides
from the past and adapt it to our well." Dr. Harrington noted.
UMP. was chairman of the panel to the Trustees
concerning the two graduate courses in resource utilineeds. We have foregone beautiful
Dr. Cutler then came forward
(Continues on Page Five)
students dismissed recently for us- zation.
pageantry and ask you to share and officially congratulated Dr.
with us a day of thought."
Young as the University's new presGovernor John Reed offered ident. Dr. Cutler quipped, "This is
greetings to Maine's new president. truly serendipity. We've gotten what
He noted that "Dr. Young has had Maine people are said to cherish
a wide and varied background and most—a Maine man."
possesses outstanding qualifications
Dr. Young was noticeably
for this post. A graduate of the moved as he stepped forward to
university and later an instructor address the audience. "I knew I'd
here, Dr. Young possesses a keen have to say something to you, but
awareness of Maine people as well I don't know exactly what."
as worldwide experience in the field
"The l'niversity," he noted,
of education."
"is a community of scholars.
Dr. Fred H. Harrington, Presi- They, not the president, can
dent of the University of Wisconsin make or break an institution with
was guest speaker. He expanded the things they think are most
on the governor's comments by ob- important."
serving, "The state university is on
"I expect the University to go
the rise in terms of money, in forward in its own course. My
terms of quality and in terms of in- coming is the continuation of a
fluence."
trend," he concluded. Dr. Cutler
Dr. Harrington noted this was presented Dr. Harrington with an
"a wholly satisfying occasion for honorary degree, and the asMaine." "You are inaugurating a semblage left the stage, gathering
son of Maine, an alumnus of this in the gymnasium for an informal
university, and you are starting your reception.
second century as a land grant inHonored guests and visitors
stitution." he continued. He praised lunched with student leaders in the
Dr. Young's talents and then West Commons after the reception.
moved from the personality to the At 2 p.m. the three seminars began.
institution.
SEMINARS
Dr. Harrington observed that
The afternoon seminars explored
people living in the east, where the general theme Tensions of Our FOLLO
W THAT CHARIOT!--Quartets of light•
them. This four.
most of the large pri.ate schools Times from three aspects: education, footed
.
Kappa Sigma really
fraternity men long on wind tore along the
hotfooted it for the tini.h line, but lost to
are located, do not realize the science, and literature. The edu- mall last
speedier
weekend, hauling their chariots behind
sigma Chi.

CA

Ceremony kept to a minimum;
tSeminars top off inauguration

•
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University students still
lack room reservations
Ity MARY JO TAKACH
Were you in a line at 6 a.m, some
recent Monday morning? Did you
finally, after a four hour wait, reach
that golden door labeled "Housing
Office" only to be asked "What
waiting list would you like to be
put on?"
If so. do not despair. You have
now joined the "in" crowd which
is out—out of a double room for two
students, that is.
Mr. Wells, Director of Student
Housing, reports that 550 students
are going to have to triple this year
or double in single rooms. This is
an increase of 340 students. No reduction of room rates is planned.
Some members of the class of
'69 lined up outside the Housing
Office as early as 4 a.m. Monday
morning to sign up for rooms. They
seUled down in front of Mr. Elsemorc's door with books and radios
and prepared for a long wait. As
the clock approached seven, the
line grew until it reached the lounge
of the West Commons.
Then a janitor came and announced that reservations would be
taken at a table set up in the lounge.

Those who came early found them- cited about just a number.
"
selves at the end of the line. The
About 1,790 women students are
Bible claims humility is learned expected to need
dorm space next
%%hen the first becomes last and the year. At present
1,662 rooms are
last becomes first but it might have in use. This means
that there is a
been better to forego the lesson in shortage of 128
spaces. These will
sight of the language used by some be filled by using
guest rooms and
of the earliest arrivals.
increasing the number of triples.
"It's unfair to freshmen," one "It is not so much a problem of
said. "I'm for squatter's rights," space," Miss Oliver explained, "but
claimed another. "At least we the best possible use of space. One
should get our old dorm room back interpretation of this is placing
if we wanted it." "You grow at- sophomores with seniors if their
tached to a dorm and don't want roommates drop out during the
to leave." "l'm going to hate Cor- summer.
bett now that they made me live
All this information has not comthere," a third explained.
forted the students. One girl reEndless lines and waiting lists
were also encountered by women ported she was about twenty-fifth THE LINEUP—Scores of fresh milled in the West Commons
Monday
students, who registered last week. even the dor mshe wanted. "It was to sign up for rooms. News that the order of the waiting line had
to
Miss Velma Oliver, director of wo- in line and did not get the room or be reversed wasn't too well received by those who had been
camping
men's housing, emphasized that even the dorm she wanted. "It was out since four a.m. at what they thought was the head of the
line.
there is plenty of room for students unfair, because different housegood
mothers
thing
squawk
to
let
the
girls
for."
out
He
of
imthe
provide
wanting to triple. The long waiting
4,264 spaces but by then
plied if enough students com- the students
lists are caused by students unwill- dorms earlier than others," another
needing rooms will
plained, the idea might be consid- number
girl
pointed
out.
Still
third
a
exing to live three in a room. If stu4,500.
ered.
plained
He
stated
how
hard
that
it
is
the
room
to
live
in
and
a
dents were willing to live anywhere
Hopefully, the facilities at Dow
in any dorm with two roommates, triple room. "In a double if your board rate would not be raised in AFB will
be available by 1968.
the space problem would not be as roommate is quiet you have to be the coming year, but might be This will
provide accommodation
acute. Miss Oliver stated that she quiet too or leave. There is no one raised in 1967.
Over-crowding will not be re- and teaching facilities for 1,200
did not want "the campus all ex- to talk to. In a triple, two girls can
talk even if one is trying to study." lieved next year when the three new students and apartments for 200
dorms will be opened. They will professors.
When asked about women rooming off campus. Miss Oliver explained it was not a moral problem
the University is worried about.
Rather the girls will be "taking an
apartment away from faculty and
raising the price due to the law of
supply and demand."
Many students said they wouldn't
Starting with the class of 1969,
mind tripling if they paid less. To
The Advisory Council screens the
enjoy the privacy of a single room students who want to pursue a applications and admits qualified stuProfessor Jacques Barzun,
teaching
career will be required to dents. Their decision is based
Columbia University: "Inone pays more, so why cannot one
on the
apply for admission to the Teacher student's acade
variably instructivejull,and
mic performance.
pay less for the inconvenience of a
Education Program. This application The registrar sends
extremely easy to use. The
a copy of the
triple, they argue.
will normally be made near the end student's grades
definitions are not only terse
to the Council. The
and clear but also elegant...
Mr. Wells agreed this was "a of the sophomore year.
Council also receives the names of
a pleanae to read."
Several requirements must be met those who fail the English
screening
before the student can be admitted exam and the
Professor Cleanth Brooks,
writing sample.
the
to
program
.
He
has
Yale University: "An abk
to complete
The
Recommendations greatly influ60 credit hours with an accumulaand expertly edited wihnne."
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
tive average of 2.0 or better. His ence the Council's decision. The
Professor Harry R.Warfel,
basic studies must include English speech department will decide if a
University of Florida 'Is Is
Souvenirs—Novehies
composition, mathematics and or student should be disqualified beincompanably the best desk
Artist Supplies
science, social science, and humani- cause of a speech defect. The Deans
dictionary now bt crissence."
Custom Picture Framing
ties. The student also must be able of Men and Women will talk to the
Professor George E.Grarei,
Party Supplies
to write clearly or he will have to Council if he has an emotional probJohn Carroll University:
lem. Rejection or endorsement by*
and Decorations
take additional writing courses.
"Its waterier quislIty has
There are also non-academic re- the student's department head and
proven a stimulus as tbe
quirements. The student must be in advisor is equally important.
13 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
Ike field of Amnia= ksiStudent teaching is considered a
good health and be free of emotional
cotraPkr."
Maine's Most Complete
36.95
and physical handicaps that may vital part of the Teacher Education
Card Shop
Withoutthumb tack:UM
jeopardize success in teaching. The Program. To be eligible a student
University health service will deter- must complete 90 credit hours with
mine physical health and the faculty a 2.0 average. He must have a broad
and staff will judge emotional stabil- background in liberal arts and comity.
plete all the required education
This new policy was adopted by courses. During his sophomore or
Harry Crump, former Boston Colthe Advisory Council on Teacher junior year he should visit a school
Education. It applies to all students other than the one from which he
lege All American and Boston Patriot
who want the University's approval graduated and write a report on this
fullback, recently became associated
for certification as public school field experience for the Council.
teachers, regardless of the college in
with the College Master Division of
Application forms for admission
which the student is registered.
to the Teacher Education Program
Fidelity Union Life Insurance Comstates for a teaching job.
will be available from advisors next
Certification is required in most fall.
pany.

Educators
endorse
it.

(TIT
PUBLISHEHINGWORLD
COMPANY

Cleveland,Ohio 441412

4

Crump has been in the insurance
business for the last three years in
the off season. His job with Fidelity
Union is mainly the recruiting of young
college graduates in the New England
area.
Pictured at left are Scott, Robinson,
Gary Symonds, Bob McQuinn, and
Crump. Robinson and McQuinn are
the College Master representatives at
the University of Maine. Symonds
represents Fidelity Union at Gorham
State, Nasson and the University of
Maine in Portland.

CURTA
finish iii
in long
let:er pi

Phi
mei

Special education program
required of future teachers

Coming to Boston?
)
1,4

Live at

FRANKLIN SQUARE HOUSE
Horn• Hotel for Young Women in P ISI•
nest, attending Boston Schools and
Colleges.
• Intown living, convenient to downtown Boston
• Economical—Rates $20-$28
• week,
including any two meals • day
• Social Activities
• 64 year record of safety and
security

11 E. Newton Street, Boston, Mass.
CO 2-1870
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Opening night approaches
for Masque's `Fantasticks'
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By WILLIAM STEELE
The next Maine Masque produ
ction, "The Fantasticks," is now
in
its fourth week of rehearsal
and is
nearing opening night form.
The
production details have been taken
care of, leaving the actors plent
y of
time to polish their characteri
zations. When one watches
a rehearsal, everything about the
show
suggests simplicity. The move
ment
is free, the dialogue believeabl
e, and
the songs natural.
Even before tryouts were held,
however, the director, James
Barushok, and the designer, Neal
Fenter,
were putting in long hours
at the
drawing board. They were think
ing
in terms of movement, style,
CURTAIN TIME DRAWS NEAR
and
—the east of the `Fantnstielts' puts
how they could achieve what
the
finishing t •hes on their characteri
the
zations at rehears ii. Students put
presentational nature of the music
in lung I
rs learning lines and tunes so
al
every
thina
will
come
07 requires. The answer
let:er perfect on opening night, May
was an open
3.
stage allowing unlimited move
ment.
With this taken care of,
tryouts
were called.
On March 20, fifty enthu
siastic
students sat in the Bangor room
of
the Union nervously waiting
to try
out their singing voices and
acting
ability. Each was given an
The Delta Chapter, Phi Beta Kapequal
Hanna, Dennis Hess, Ronald Har- opportunity to
show what he could
pa, the honor society for the College
rell, Eloise Hetzel, Nancy Hiester, do. The follo
wing day, a cast was
of Arts and Sciences recently electEric Hooglund, Faith Hunt, Beverly
chosen and posted. Mary Jay
ed officers. Dr. Geddes W. Simpson
Mire
Huntley, Kenneth Kantro, Josep
and Mat Mercier would play
h
was elected president, Prof. Alice
the
Kilcoyne, Nancy Littlefield, Jean
two lovers, Dick Sawyer and
Stewart, vice president; Prof. David
Steve
Lorimer, Douglas McMann, Ann
Merritt the two fathers, Steph
W. Trafford, secretary-treasurer.
en
Mason, Reginald Merrill, Anne
Files the Narrator, Jenney
Broad
The Delta Chapter was founded
Merritt, Marcia Nichols, Fred Parthe
Mute
, and William McFadden
here at the University of Maine in
ent, David Poulin, Sharon Prebl
e,
1923. The students elected to this
Patricia Sawyer, Barbara Sheets,
society must maintain an accumulaPenelope Smith, Carolyn Sones,
tive average of 3.0 for five semesters
THIBODEAU'S
Anne Spruce, Jacqueline Staples,
or 3.3 for less than five semesters.
Sybil Sweeney, Irene Tyler, Miri
Barber Shop
am
The newly elected members to
Vincent, Dale Worthen, Nanc
y
this society are: Stanley CunningZwecker.
Expert Barbering
ham, Jr., George Singal, Donna AbOn Tuesday, May 10, Phi Beta
Jou, Stephen Abramson, Peter BauOld Town's Most Modern
mer, Carolyn Bridge, Rufus Brown, Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, and Sigma
Xi
will
hold
their annual spring
Four Chair Shop
Mary Campbell, Richard Cook, Gerbanquet in Stodder Hall dinin
ard, Corcoran, Sharon Davis, Richg
room. Members of Tua Beta
Closed Mondays
ard Day, Willard Flynt, Shann GilPi,
Kappa Delta Pi, Omicron Nu, and
lespie, Paula Goodrich, Jo Ann
Neai Mathetai have also been
35 North Main Street
Greenhalgh, Jill Guinon. Susan
invited.

Or

and Chris Bowman the two actors
With the cast chosen, the rehearsal schedule got under way.
The first step was to organize the
musicians and run through the
songs. Alice Mullane and Alice
Hartwell playing the piano, Mrs.
Robert Davis playing harp, Harri
s
Southard on drums and Jim Howe
on bass, all worked for hours perfecting the songs to allow an artistic synchronization of the music and
words.
The complex nature of the music
in The Fantasticks required pains-

taking singing rehearsals, under the
direction of Kim Sylvester, songs
were soon ready, and Mr. Barushok
handed the production over to Neal
Fenter who staged the play. Mr.
Barushok then coordinated the entire production and worked with
the actors on interpretation.
The end result of all this wurk
will be performed on Tuesday, May
3, and will run through May 7.
Tickets are on sale now for he
general public in the Hauck Auditorium box office.

ArtCarved settings

hold a diamond so delicately,
it's almost frightening.
ri\
\

1

e ve even designed a diamond
ens gement ring to resembk the softfragile
/ petals ofa new springflower.
So the diamond you show offto the
woI,Id
I won't only be dazzling. But elegant too.
i In the new ArtCari ed collection,
y ti can choose from slim, soaring, majestic
!designs. And is it/tour beingfrightened.
Because since we guarantee
i all the diamonds r c set, tic also
\guarantee they will sta) right there.

tCarved'
Film Classics is happy to announce the
acquisition
of HAMLET which will be shown twice
on Sunday,
May 15 in Hauck Auditorium at 6:00 and
8:45 p.m.
Advance tickets are available from the
Psychology Department and English Departmen
t offices
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily. Studen
t tickets
are available at $1.00 and non-student tic
kets at
$1.25. Interested students and faculty are
urged
to obtain tickets in advance. Box office sales
will
begin Sunday evening, May 15, at 5:00 p.m.

.01,•E00.0
1..ME AAAAA
.
J.M.*000

.EC. BMOC.- .E, ar
,:•45. ISO . 71,

Bangor—
CROWN JEWELERS
Belfast—
STOVER'S JEWELRY
Biddeford—
YOULAND'S DEPT. STORE
Caribou—
JOHNSTON'S INC.
Lewiston—
E. BARIBAULT, JEWELER
Livermore Falls—
SMALL'S JEWELRY STORE

• JL,iAu..*ZEt AlITC•11
11ED JEVIELER Oa WORM
S'OEE
. r.
r 1.,17

Madawaska—
ROBERTS JEWELRY
Oakland—
LARSEN'S JEWELRY STORE
Presque Isle—
BROWN'S JEWELRY
Portland—
CARTER BROS.
Rockland—
MUSICLAND

Sanford—
EARLE K. HOWE

Your 441 ea,wed dealer
in Bangor is Crown Jeweler,
the store where you are
always treated royally

it
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WASHINGTON WATCH AWARD eandidoes pose for
the Campus
camera. Sarge Means, Rrnee Staples, David Innimn,
J:wk Richardson,
and Jim Balinger "watch the birdie." Dick DiNarn
ey- was absent %hen
the photo was taken.

Students to elect next
year's campus leaders
S LI de1115 will CO lo
p us this
Tuesday, May 3, to elect campus
leade:s for the coming year. Redpients of the Washington Watch
Memorial Award and the senior
class honor parts will also be chosen.
Ballot boxes will be located in the
Memorial Union and in West Commons.
Candidates for senior class offices
are: President, George Clark; VicePresident, Bruce MacFadyen, Art
Nicholson; Secretary, Gretchen Ebbeson, Leslie Brocksbank; Treasurer,
Wayne M. Andrew.
Those seeking offices in the class
of 1968 are: President, John Cronkite; Vice-President, Gary W. Gibbons; Secretary, Chris Hastedt,
Anne Parker; Treasurer. Tom Fisher, Scott MacFarland, Rich Maraghy.

Nothing
can take the press out of Lee-Prest slacks
Not that it's on his mind right now. And it needn't
be. Those LeePrest Leesures can't help but stay crisp and neat.
No matter what you
put them through. They have a new permanent
press. So the crease stays
in. The wrinkles stay out. Permanently. And
that's without ironing. No
touch-ups, either. They're made from Lee's speci
al
and 50% combed cotton. For wash and wear... blend of 50% polyester
with conviction.
Incidentally, that permanent press is the only chan
ge we've made
in Leesures. They still have that lean, hones
t look ... smart, tailored fit.
New Lee-Prest Leesures. Test their perm
anent press yourself. It isn't
necessary, but it's a great way to spend an
evening. From $6.00 to $8.00.

Lee-PROSTLeesures 1,()IoTkoN
O. 0. Les Ctottrosr, Ise , slams Cly, No 64141
sit:,0 twilukst.E 91 CA4A7.,,A

CUTLER'S
is Your
in

Sophomore candidates are: President, Raymond W. O'Keefe, Paul
Stevens; Vice-President, Regina Donnell, Rae Ann French, Michael
Taber; Secretary, Patti Thomas.
Karen Thurston; Treasurer, Will
Butterfield, Susan Getchell, Brian R.
Harden, Laura Spear.
Contenders for Senate offices are:
President, Michael Bell, Marge Lipton, Stan Wentzell, Vice-President,
Hiram Emery. Jim Turner; Secretary: Ann Marie Figueiredo, Joy
Jewett: Treasurer, Don Goodridge,
Ann Young.

MAKE FREESE'S

WAL,11 Memorial is awarded to an outstanding
senior, elected by the sophomore,
junior, and senior men. Aspirants
to: this honor are: Jim Ballinger,
Dick DeVarney, David Inman,
Sarge Means, Jack Richardson, and
Bruce Staples.
Candidates for the four positions
in the Executive Committee of the
Student Religious Association are:
Paul Todd, Michael Ilenderson,
Richard Cohen, Deborah Berg, Barbara L. Heureux, Martha Berglinor,
and Dave Libby.
Seniors will select their choices
for the class honor parts.
In addition, students will also
vote on a three-part referendum
question concerning the proposed
recreational swimming pool.

College summer
program accepts
High Schoolers
The University of Maine College
Summer Program for Qualified High
School Juniors has accepted sixtytwo students for the six-week session
from July 11 to August 19. William
B. Wise, assistant director of Admissions, said that applications for
the summer program will be accepted until May I.
Designed to give high school
students an oportunity to study
subject areas beyond the level
provided in the high school curriculum, emphasis is placed on enrichment. Students may take six credit
hours, choosing from courses including languages, mathematics, science,
history and government. These credits are accepted by the University
of Maine and other colleges.
The students accepted for the
program and their parents are invited to a luncheon on May 23 to
meet the college deans, faculty, and
the administrative staff.
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(Continued from page One)
ter for students to make mistakes
made up of Dr. Lee H. Swinford,
now rather than when they grow
associate professor of mathemat- up?"
he asked.
ics, Dennis Hass, a senior in mathJacobs, who has recently been
ematics and Philip Jacobs, a senior
practice teaching, noted the failure
in education at UMP.
of our public education systems to
In commenting on the crisis of adequa
tely teach self-expression in
increasing enrollment, Dr. liar- Englis
h classes. Hass brought out
& rington said, "of course we should
the fact that technology is a seldom'educate as many as possible ... this
tapped resource that can be a big
will cost money, but the money will aid
in education.
be found. The increased size of an
Dr. Harrington declared that stuinstitution of learning is often an dents
today are "over tested."
advantage, as special programs such "There
is a competition to get
as the Honors Program can then be grades
, not to learn. More opporoffered."
tunities should be offered for gradHe then went on to outline one uate school
so that young people
disadvantage of "bigness": the don't
feel they have to get all A's
alienation of students. "Some stu- in
order to get in. There should be
dents don't get the attention of a fewer
requirements and it should
professor unless they fold their be easier
for students to graduate."
I.B.M. cards so that they will get
DR. GEORGE WALD was instuck in the machine. We have to troduc
ed as a professor of Biology
learn how to handle bigness," he at
Harvard. But when he spoke at
said.
the seminar entitled "The Impact
Dr. Harrington added that he of Scienc
e Today and Tomorrow"
would rather put up with the cur- in
Little Hall, he sounded much like ZOOM went
the television camera as Dr. Lawrent student protests — though a philos
opher.
rence Cutler kept the inauguration progr
many of them were pointless and
am runIn a soft English accent, he be- ning smooth
ly. After officially congratulating Dr.
silly—than the apathy of students gan
his statement by equating sciduring the 1950's. "Isn't it bet- ence
with knowing. "For what else

TIME TO CHAT—Former presidents Claren
ce I.ittle, Hubert Hauck
and Raymond Fogler get together to share a few
memories before the
inauguration of "Maine's" tenth president.
The ceremony, which was
characterized by a highly informal atmosphere,
lasted for approximately an hour.

Young, he quipped, "This is truly serendipity.
We've got what Maine people are said to cherish
most—a Maine man"

is science but an attempt to under- held
in the Main Lounge of the
stand reality," he asked. "Science is
Union.
always good, only technology, the
"Literary criticism is not a study
application of science, can be
of literature—the study and teachjudged as good or evil.
ing of literature is impossible, that
He compared science and tech- is
why it's difficult," was the paranology to creation and production.
dox presented by Northrop Frye,
It is good to create but then socieprincipal of Victoria College, Unity must judge in "terms of needs
versity of Toronto.
and goals and aspirations of that
Dr. Frye and the other panelists,
society" what is to be produced.
"Science," he continued, "has the Professor L. Morrell Burke, Jr., asability to make us feel at home in sistant professor of English, UMP;
the universe. Technology, when not Miriam Vincent, senior in English;
properly controlled, can lead to and Martin Watts, junior in Engalienation. Science can also be lish, UMP; discussed the virtues of
called the combination of time and science and the arts in the field of
literature.
matter."
Mr. Frye noted that the major
Dr. Wald believes that individual
voluntary birth control will never virtue of the arts was concern,
solve the over-population problem. while that of the sciences was de.
but technology's offer of food and tachment.
Expanding on this
shelter for 45 million does not ofstatement, he observed that the
fer much of a life, either.
resulting vice of the arts was
Dr. Wald commented on the
tension created by the atomic anxiety, while scientific detachbomb. "I believe those bombs
represent an unusable weapon.
The only purpose of these bombs
is to see that the others do not
use them."
T H E LITERARY HORIZON
%%as the title of the third seminar,

ment carried to extremes, led to
indifference.
Dr. Frye stressed the concept of
man living within the confines of a
"social mythology, which is fed to
us from childhood in the form of
cliches, and rains down upon us
from the mass media."
"The function of literature is to
relate the world to our imagination. There is no literature without
myths. The literary imagination is,
in itself, a myth-making imagination."
Dr. Holmes chairman of the seminar then opened the discussion to
the audience.
In his closing statement, Dr.
Frye said that the only kind of advice he could give to young writers would be where to get their
works published. "Giving advice to
a writer on how to write is like
giving a swimmer advice on how
to swim. The only way to become
a writer is to write."

igh school
to study
the level
ool curricon enrichsix credit
-ses includCS, science,
These creUniversity
lieges.
for the
Its are inday 23 to
'rutty, and

ADMINISTRATION MOVES IN—Edwin Young
moves into the 11-M presidency and attempts to
establish a closer rapport with students at his

reception folleming the inauguration. The reception prefaced ....re student-administration contac
t
de% eloped at the afternoon seminar lectures.

BIRD'S EYE VIEW—The television camera
creates a novel perspective
as Dr. Edwin Young formally becomes Presid
ent of the Unisersity of
Maine. WMEB-ETV televised the entire day'.
precedings to be run at
a later date.
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World traveler will discuss
his recent visit to Viet Nam
Russell Johnson, a representative
of the American Friends Service
Committee, will discuss his recent
experiences in Viet Nam next Tuesday, at 8:15 p.m. in the Main
Lounge of the Memorial Union. He
is being presented as a guest of the
University Committee on War and
Peace.
Mr. Johnson has directed several
Quaker conferences in southern and
southeast Asia in the past four
years. During this time he visited
thirteen countries and organized
conferences for diplomats in India,
Indonesia, and Cambodia, and conferences for young Asian leaders in
Pakistan, Singapore, and Malaysia.
He also directed international seminars in India, Thailand, Pakistan,
Ceylon, and Malaysia. Gilbert
White, Chairman of the Board of
the American Friends Service Committee, accompanied him when he
made a special visit to Viet Nam in
March. 1965. On this trip he talked
with Buddhists, villagers and with

Gt
wi

government officials, including Pre- Church from 1957
till 1961.
mier Quat.
Mr. Johnson has been on the staff
Mr. Johnson is a native of Min- of the American
Friends Service
nesota, and graduated from Hamline Committee as Peace
Education
University. After graduation he at- Secretary of the
New England retended Harvard Divinity School. He gion since 1949.
has served at Methodist churches in
A brief question and answer period
Minnesota, and at the Universalist will follow the meeting
, which will
Village Church in Annisquam, be moderated
by Professor Charles
Massachusetts. He was minister of Major of the
University of Maine
the Ware. Massachusetts Unitarian Department of Zoolog
y.
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Kentucky poet performs
at Arts Festival program
The University of Maine Spring
Arts Festival will present poet David
Ignatow, in the Coe Lounge of the
Memorial Union Friday, April 29
at 8:15 p.m.

businessman, and also a poet of distinction, finished school in the depth
of the depression, and supported
himself in a variety of ways, including civil service clerk, shipyard worker, hospital clerk, office manager in
Mr. Ignatow, a visiting lecturer a
book bindery.
POLICY MAKERS—Thomas Taylor, new Prism busines
s manager, and
at the University of Kentucky, a
In the meantime he wrote poet- Phyllis Mayo, Prism editor for the second
year, discuss mistakes in
ry, and his published collections in- last year's book and plan changes. They
can't be sure, however, until
clude Figures of he Human, Say the '67 Prison comes out in the fall.
Pardon, The Gentle Weight Lifter,
and Poems.
He has been poetry editor of "Becarte
loit Poetry Journal" and the "NaAl I
blanche
tion" and his poems have been selected for a number of anthologies.
Recently he participated in a Channel 13 telecast, "Walt Whitman in
• BANGOR'S NEWEST AND FINEST
the Modern World."
• 43 MODERN UNITS
In the spring of 1964 he received
a grant from the National Institute
• FASHIONABLE INTERIOR OF
The newly-created University of In The Closet and
of Arts and Letters in recognition of
I'm Feeling So
Maine Summer Theatre has selected Sad."
his lifetime creative work, and in
PROVINCIAL ITALIAN STYLING
October, 1965 he was awarded a a wide range of plays for its July 14
"Glass Menagerie." the great tragito August 20 season. There will be comedy by Tennessee
Guggenheim Fellowship.
• Full RESTAURANT
Williams, will A
six plays presented, ranging from
the the theatre's second production.
Twenty minutes from campus at 480 Main St., Bangor
tragi-comedy to farce. The plays will James S. Bost. an
associate director
be performed by a resident company of the Maine Masque
Theatre and
Jct. Route IA and Interstate 395
of college actors. These actors have associate profess
or of speech will
been recruited from colleges all direct this play.
Reservations 942-5281
Forrest H. Grant, Phi Eta ('54)
across the country. Five guest direc"See How They Run" is scheduled
tors will supervise the productions.
for July 28 to 30. This farce of misThe opening play for the season taken identity was written by Philip
will be Noe! Cowards "Hay Fever." King. The director for this play
GEORGE WEIN presc71s
This English comedy of manners will be Jedediah Horner, the execuwill be presented from July 14 to tive director of the Portland Players,
16. It will be directed by Robert A. who has had extensive experience
Johnston, the theatre director at ranging from staging 30 shows in
The Newport Jazz Festival
Chicago City College and at WTTW, New York to being producer-director
July I,2,3,4,1966
Chicago's Television College. He has of The Shari Lewis Show.
Four evening concerts; Friday. Saturday. Sunday, Monday.
The fourth play. "The World of
Three afternoon
concerts; Saturday, Sunday, Monday. Featuring: Count
written several books on the theatre
Basle, Ruby Braff,
Dave Brubeck, John Coltrane, Miles Davis, Duke Ellington
Sholem Aleichem." will be directed
,
Ella
Fitzgeral
d,
in addition to being a drama critic by
Bud Freeman, Stan Getz, Dizzy Gillespie, Woody Herman.
Herble Mann,
Anna Helen Reuter. Miss Reuter
Tbelonious Monk. Jimmy Smith. Joe Williams, and many
New Hours: 9:30-5:30
others.
for Chicago magazine. Mr. Johnston directed community theatre
Evenings: $3.50, 4.50, 5.50 Afternoons: $3.00
in ChicaCLOSED TUESDAYS
will return August 11 to direct "Oh go and taught and directed at RooseThe Newport Opera Festival
Dad, Poor Dad. Mama's Hung You velt College and the Chicago Conservatory of Music. This play will
July 12, 13,14, 15, 16, 1966
Presenting the Metropolitan Opera Company of
be performed from August 4 to 6.
Chorus, and Orchestra In tour operas In concertNew York. Major stars,
performance and live
A version of George Bernard
afternoons of musical workshops, panels, and lectures.
Tuesday. LA BOHPME
Wednesday. CARMEN
Shaw's "Candida" will be directed
Thursday. (rain date)
Friday, LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR
Saturday, AIDA (Sunday ran date)
by Herschel Bricker, director of the
Evenings: $3.50, 5.50, 7.50 Afternoons: $200
Maine Masque, who served as the
managing director of the Camden
The Newport Folk Festival
Hills Playhouse and is now a memJuly 21, 22,23, 24, 1966
ber of the Governor's Council on the
Four evening_ concerts; Thursday. Friday, Saturday
, Sunday. Three All-Day
Workshops; Friday, Saturday, Sunday.
Arts and Culture. This production
Featuring: Tbeo Bike!, Oscar Brand, Brownie McGee
and Sonny Tony, Judy
begins August 18.
Collins, Bob Dylan. Jack Elliott, Mimi and Dick
Farina, Flatt and fttIJQQ8
Carolyn Hester. Bessie Jones, Phil Ochs, The
Is featuring the Opening of
Grant Rogers, Bully Sainte-Marle. Howling Wolf,Pennywhistlem, Jean Ritchie
These plays will be presented in
and others.
Evenings: $3.50. 4.50, 5.50 All Day Workshop
four performances, Thursday. Fris: $2.00
day, Saturday evenings, and Friday
The University Store Patio
matinee.
SPECIAL DISCOUNT: deduct 20% from
the ilst

WEDGWOOD ARMS

New summer theatre
to try variety of plays

MOTOR INN

The Newport Festivals

GIFTS
UNIQUE!

The University Stores
"majoring in service"

concerts N purchased by man before May 15th.

price of tickets Mr ati

For iltiOrlall0011, write Newport Jazz, Opera,
or
spicily dams and Festival. Mak* checks payable Folk Festival. For Paula
to the specific MOM you
plan to eland
Per ascortionodatIons, write the Newport Chamber
of Commerce, Newport,
Mode Wend 0254e.
If you're ego 12 through 21, you can fy
te lb* Newport Festivals kir Pelf
fare an American AMA's*, creator of
Illie American Youth Mak Me
Providence, R. I. To become eligible. lust
wand $3.00 with Me coup= below
and nosh" your Youth Plan 10, plus a in..
copy of AA's So Go Aissiftran
wilt ISO were of discount coupons.

for the Week of May 2
Share in the Savings with our

1st Annual Print Fair
The Great Masterpiece Reproductions

from $1.00 to $2.98
HAW

".

PARK'S

It was lunch time. The worker opened his lunch box, looked
in and growled, "Cheese sandwiches! Cheese sandwiches! Always cheese sandwiches!"
"Why don't you ask your
wife to make some other kincl9"
asked a fellow worker.
"Wife? Who's married? I
make these myself!"
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On The Patio

American Airtime Youth Plan
1122 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
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STATE
COLOR OF RYER
SIGNATURE

THE UNIVERSITY STORES: owned and operate
d by the University of
Maine, for the University of Maine! Serving
on the campuses of
Augusta, Auburn-Lewiston, Orono and Portlan
d, and elsewhere
about the state as CED needs expand!
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*Greeks cavort on the Mall
with chariots, pigs, parade
The Olympic Torch blazed forth
last Thursday evening and signalled the beginning of Greek
Weekend. Following the torch lighting, faculty dinners were held at the
fraternity houses and sorority members served as waitresses. Friday
night Little John and the Sherwoods
and The Chancellors played music
for the modern-day Greeks that was
quite unlike any the ancient Greeks
danced to. The gym was ringed
with
the fraternities' chariots;
Lambda Chi's was judged the best
decorated. Then the results of the
balloting for Greek God and Goddess were announced and Katie Hall
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by COOKIE WILCOX
Congratulations to Phi Mu on u inning the Panhel sing. A great job
was also done by Tri Delta and DZ
who came in second and third respectively.
Next years peppy cheerleaders are
Cheryl Briggs, Jenny Broad, Raine
Edwards, Jamie Goodwin, Patty
Hopping, Gerry Kelley. Jean Ness,
Elsie Stetson. and head Joan McDuff. The subs are Elaine Collins,
Joy Jewett, Sherry Johnston, Vivian
Marcotte, Cory Moore. Mary Nedoszytko, Judy Read, and Priscilla
Sniffin.
The new officers of Delta Delta
0' Delta are: President. Connie Survant; Executive Vice President,
Kathy McCain; Vice President,
Jacki Smith; Recording Secretary,
Meredith Sweetser; Corresponding
Secretary, Cindy Cashman; Treasurer, Marsha Wasgatt; Marshal,
Andrea Beck; and Chaplin, Marien
Agazarian.
Phi Mu has elected the following
officers—Sue Fides, president; Jenny Broad, vice-president; Mary
Aron, secretary; Una Inman, treasurer; Roberta Clair. scholarship;
Joan McDuff, pledge director; and
• Charlotte Dupont, rush chairman.
Phi Gam has invited Pi Beta Phi to
a dance at the house Saturday, from
8:00 to 12:00. Music will be provided by the Cobras.
Are you in the mood for square
dancing? If you are the Maine Outing Club is having one at Lengyel
Hall from 8:00 until 12:00 Saturday night. Everyone is invited.
PINNED: Susan Sloat to Fred
Russell, Tau Kappa Epsilon; Darcy
Record. Mercy Hospital Nursing
School to Rudy Landry, Tau Kappa
Epsilon; Barbara Jordan to Ted
Trueblood. Phi Sigma Kippa, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
ENGAGED: Dotty Foster, Delta
Zeta to Dave Whittier; Carole Denton, Phi Beta Phi to Bob McGillicuddy. Phi Mu Delta: Donna Robinson. Pi Beta Phi to Richard Perkins,
Phi Eta Kappa.

and John Fahlgren were crowned
Chi 0 took the honors—emerging
to rule the festivities.
with ripped jeans and lard-smeared
Saturday began with a Greek sweatsh
irts.
Forum in the Union with Art
Saturday night the Serendipity
Mayo, Assistant Dean of Men, as
Singers entertained the Greeks for
the speaker. Around noon, fraternity two
hours in the Memorial Gym.
and sorority members piled into
Their concert was followed by
decorated cars (and fire engines) Joint
fraternity parties.
and lined up for the car parade.
Sunday afternoon the gym rang
The parade tooted and sang its
with more songs as the sororities
way around campus and fraternity
competed in the Panhellenic Sing.
row and then dispersed for the
First place was won by Phi Mu
chariot races. Sigma Chi pulled
whose song was "Kentucky Babe".
through to take first place in this Delta
Delta Delta won second place
strenuous event, followed by Phi with
their madrigal "Adieu, Sweet
Kap in second place and Alpha Amaril
lis" and "Let There be MuGam in third. Sororities competed
sic" by Delta Zeta was awarded AWARD WINNER—David Staples, a senior biochemistry major in
the
in the greased pig race. Pi Phi and
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture,
third place honors.
has been awarded the Maine
Farmer and Homemaker Scholarship of $100.
Associate Dean Winston
Pullen, right, presented the award to Staple
s who has been on the
Dean's List seven semesters.

the maine

CALENDAR
FRIDAY
MUAB and MOC Square Dance,
Main Lounge, Union, 8 p.m.
SATURDAY
Dance, Women's Gym, 8 p.m.
Careers in Psychology, sponsored
by Sigma Mu Sigma, 110 Little Hall, 10 a.m.
SUNDAY
Society of Friends meeting, Davis
Room, Union, 9:30 p.m.
MONDAY
Scientific Instrument Display,Lown
Room, Union, 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
TUESDAY
Poetry Hour, readings from William Inge read by Jeanne Gervais, student reader, C o e
Lounge, 4 p.m.
Great Books meeting, Davis
Room, Union, 7:30 p.m.
Chess Club, F.F.A. Room, Union,
7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Maine Club, Lown Room,
Union, 8 p.m.
Dance, with The Cobras, Memorial Gym, 8 p.m.
Baseball Game, Maine vs. Vermont, 2:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY—MAINE DAY
Wake-up Band, 8 a.m.
Games. behind the field house.
8:30 a.m.
Senate-Faculty Council Softball
Game, 8:30 a.m.
Car Parade, with the Mayoralty
Floats, 10 a.m.
Mayoralty Final Speeches, Memorial Gym, 11 a.m.
Mayoralty Voting, field house.
ID's must be presented, 11:4512:15 p.m.
Noon Barbecue
Varsity Football Scrimmage, 1:15
p.m.
THE
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=
mesa him Mori th.UNITFD AllitSTS
I hi. is the story of eight college girls from their Commencement Class of '33 to the
year 1939. It is a strange reunion revealing the events of
the intervening years.

Open Friday till 9 p.m.
Your Charge Account is welcome

22 Park Avenue • Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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A PERMANENT PRESS SH
WITH POW...

Served Till Midnight

in

OLD TOWN

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

BANGOR
STARTS FRI. APR. 29

DANCING 6 nights

Cr.

iarried?

0,

Dealer

Your ideal date — such a person exists,
of course.
But how to get acquainted? Our Central Control
computer
processes 10,0130 names an hour. How long would
it take
you to meet and form an opinion of that
many people?
You will be matolled with five ideally suited
persons
of the opposite sex, rig:it in your own locale
(or in any
area cf the U.S. you specify). Simply, send
2.00 to Central
Control for your cuestionaire. Each of the
five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests,
outlook and
background as computer szian,:e makes possible.
Central Control is nationwide, but its progru
s are
completely localized. Huzdreds of thousands
of vigcrous
and alert subscribers, all s'aring the desire
to meal their
ideal dates, have found computer darng to be excitin
g and
highly acceptable
All five of your ideal dates wiil be delightf
ul. So
hurry and send your $3.00 for your questionnaire.

BIJOU

CillaCienda

your VAN HEUSEN

Who is your ideal date? Thousands lis13 Centr
al Control aild its hig;i-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood z..s.ver to this
question.

Mists
°ME GROUP"

The

1

Kingsmen Concert, with the announcement of the new Mayor.
Memorial Gym, 3:30 p.m.
Maine Day Spectacular, a Variety Show, with the tapping of
the new Sophomore Owls and
Senior Skulls, Memorial Gym,
7:30 p.m.
Space Science Lecture Series. 141
Physics Building, 8 p.m.

NEW

PARK'S

The workbox, looked
heese sandwiches! Alhes!"
ask your
ther kind?"

BEN SKLAR

Imagine! Falling for a shirt! But I've
never seen a shirt do so much for a
man. is it the aggressive "V-Taper" fi
or the smooth authentic styled p
manent press? Pressed the day it
made, it will never need press
again. No more laundry.bills. No
can spend his money on me,

vaekr.i

H EUSE

417-,

S

The Voice of
Up to you

Respect and
9sociated
Editor's Note: Mike Bell has been
a Senator for two years, a member
of the executive committee, course
evaluation committee and committee on committees of the Senate
treasurer and social affairs chairman of Kappa Sigma fraternity,
and coach of the Maine Day softball game. He is one of the three
candidates running for the office
of President of the student Senate.
The only true representation for the entire studen
t body is the Senate.
And to be the representative body that it should
, the Senate must have the
respect and support of the students. It is
only in this manner that a Student
Senate may function properly. It is here where
one finds the biggest problem in the Senate.
If you choose me to represent you as president,
I promise I will work
toward this goal of having the Senate becom
e more responsive to you.
In our Senate there are twenty committees. I feel
this is too large a number, as they act as a block to the passage of
new ideas, instead of acting
in a beneficial manner. Many of these commi
ttees could be consolidated
for they would act in a more cohesive aspect
rather than by operating as
singular blocs. For example, I am on a commi
ttee entitled the Committee
on Committees. It is for this reason I feel
action should be taken. At an

.
V

WHO CARES WHO GOT MAYOR!

maine campus

editorials
Empty bandwagon

Next Wednesday is the big day. The Maine
Day Committee has arranged all sorts of morning games and Student Senate members and
Faculty Council sports will clash in a softball
game. There will even be a float parade with
a trophy for the most lavish float. At noon all
of the cafeterias shut down and everyone prepares for barbecued chicken on the grass. The
Kingsmen will be back again, and the day
closes with a faculty spectacular.
But the festivities begin before then. Tomorrow the mayoralty candidates begin
their
campaigns. They'll have their skits on the
Library steps, a relaxing departure from the
normal between class interludes.
This year's three candidates will prese
nt
three months' work in three days.
Meriby
Sweet, running as the famous Charles
Schultz
cartoon character Lucy, has plans
for
including Sally, Charlie Brown, Linus,
Schroeder, Snoopy and Frieda in her skits. They'
through the tribulations of losing their ll go
in the trees and giving Charlie Brown kites
a hard
time.
Ray Phi!ippon, assuming the character
Dick Tracy, is gunning for the mayoralty of
with

the help of Space Coupe, Moon Maid,
Flyface,
Ugly Christine and B. O. Plenty. A riot
squad
and a vice squad will also join in the fun.
Sherwood Reynolds has a complete tag
for
his mayoralty campaign, "From the
Wild,
Wild West comes the Crisco Kid—Fat
in the
Can. Pushing his show will be a large
assort
ment of cowboys and Indians.
For the few days before Maine Day,
everyone will be jumping on the bandwago
n and
public relations tactics will be runni
ng
Then comes the big day, and everyone wild.
gets to
find out who made the grade.
Well, not exactly everyone. Perhaps ten
per
cent of the student population is still
around
to vote for their candidate. The rest are
ing on Sand Beach in Bar Harbor. One baskmight
even say that support for the mayor
stops the
night before Maine Day. Even the
B. O. Plentys and Indians leave the Linuses,
fold after
the second football rally.
Maine Day really offers a lot for entert
ainment, but the beach can't be included.
the administration should rename thisPerhaps
tional Wednesday in the first of May tradiHarbor Day." That would fix everything "Bar
.

A constant criticism

I

Om- constant criticism of the Johnson
minislration, which has come from the adas well as the left wing elements in this right
country, is its lack of communication with
the populace. Partly in order to combat this situat
ion,
the Slate Department is now sending three
-man
teams throughout the country. They prese
nt
the issues and allow for communicat
ion bet keen the citizen and the government.
List Friday a three-man team visited
university and presented issues concerned this
with
foreign aid and diplomacy. However, there
was
no communication between the audience
and
the speakers.
The "expert" on foreign aid, when ques-

tioned on specific aspects of his field,
mered, stuttered, and finally pleaded ignorstamance.
He left before the session was over.
The other two experts spoke in state
department cliches and constantly ignored
interpreted questions from the audie or misnce. Seldom was a straight answer given.
Judging from Friday's performance,
the government holds little stock in the
impor
of a well-informed populace. It would tance
be too
had if the unimportant underinfor
med populace
didn't return the present admin
power in 1968 simply because it istration to
all the good reasons the gover didn't know
nment had for
its actions.
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Closer involvement

Dynamic
Editor's Note: Marge Lipton ha.
been a Senator for a year and
a member of the Political Lyceum
Committee. Miss Lipton is also director of promotion and continuity
for WMEB and has her own radio
program concerning campus news.
She is also art assistant for
a reporter for the Cam pus and has
served on the MCA student-facult.
relations committee.

Fry,

Under the correct leadership, the Senate can bring
students into closer
involvement with what goes on aroun campu
d
s. Many students say that the
Senate does little, if anything. This is not becaus
e the students have not
gone to the trouble of investigating the matter Rather
.
, it is because the
Senate has not gone to the trouble of inform
ing the student body which a
serves of its activities.
As a result of Senate action this year, a commi
ttee to review discipline
cases was set up. Also created was time for readin
a
g period next year inbetween the last day of classes and the first
day of exams.
Most importantly, I feel, the Senate throu
gh its Political Lyceum Committee sponsors speakers on campus. This year there
were representatives of
the John Birch Society, the State Department
and the AFL-CIO, to name
just a few.
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Great deal lacking

The S nate
Editor's Note: Stan Wentzell was
•iee president of the Senate last
year and is currently chairman
of the course evaluation committee, lie is a member of Phi Eta
Kappa fraternity, a counsellor at
Cumberland Hall, plays varsity
soccer, is a member of the "M"
Club and was a past member of
his class executive committee.
There is a great deal lacking in student
government at Maine, in this
am sure we all agree. We can group our
problems into any of three areas.
First we lack responsibility, secondly
we lack prestige, and thirdly we
just not doing enough. To change this
arc
in the immediate future will be
impossible, but there are a number of areas
into which we can move and which
will put us well on our way.
First is our relationship with the
administration which is extremely
encouraging. They are very anxious to
listen to and act upon our sugges
The unfortunate fact is that the
tions.
Senate is not taking advantage of
this by
presenting ideas and programs on
its own initiative. This is one area
which we must capitalize by
upon
responding with responsible progra
ms. We
must further keep our lines of
communication at the clearest most
level with the administration. To
effective
do this we will have to have
leadership in our student gover
responsible
nment.
Secondly, we must attempt to increa
se the financial base upon which
Senate operates by initiating progr
the
ams which will do this. I think
we shot')
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Respect and support needed
by Mike Bell
Mike Bell has been
wo years, a member
e committee, course
mince and commit!tees of the Senate
social affairs chairSigma fraternity,
he Maine Day soft.
is one of the three
ning for the office
the student Senate.
body is the Senate.
eriate must have the
anner that a Student
ids the biggest probpromise I will work
responsive to you.
is too large a numas, instead of acting
mid be consolidated
han by operating as
itled the Committee
ild be taken. At an

sociated Student Government Conference that
•
I attended in Bridgewater, Mass., I learned that schools twice
the size of Maine have approximately half the number of committees that
we have; yet, their Senate has
a much better representation from their student
body. As a result of this
problem, the Senate President has become a member
of the Faculty Council,
and it is in this position of working with the
administration that I feel I can
make our Senate more responsive to you.
As a Senator with two years experience, a
member on the executive
board, and a member on many committees of last
year as well as this year.
I have been associated and dealt with many
problems of the Senate. One
ther major area for reform is that of the Senate
monetary problems. I
have seen the faculty members associated with
school finances in hopes of
increasing our budget to give the Senate more
power to represent you in a
better way. At the ASG meeting at Bridgewater
I discovered that Buffalo
State, a school of 5,100, has a budget of $131,000,
while we, a student body
of 7,800 have a budget of $4,200. While talking
with these members I find
that an enlargement in funds is not impossible. If
they decide to allot our
Senate more money, I know you will have better
representation.
In closing, I can promise you closer cooperation
with AWS and IFC so
as to give the Senate more contact with the students
; an improved and
stronger relationship between the Senate and dormitor
ies; a remedy to the
lack of communications between Senate and students
by increasing the
duties of the publicity committee; greater student particip
ation in regards to
campus affairs both social and academic.
It is up to you. You can make or break the
Senate. You can begin
strengthening student participation on campus by
voting on May 3.
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nd thinking individual
by Marge Lipton
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But this is not enough! In the future I would like to see
better speakers,
ore well known and more controversial ones.
This campus could do with some restlessness ...not in rioting,
but rather
in the tossing around of ideas. We are in college to learn,
to experiment and
to try out new ideas and theories. And we are constantly
told that mistakes
ARE expected of us. Well, let's make them.
Many times the objection is raised that the people in Augusta
would not
go along with some of the speakers appearing here. But
we should give
give the legislators more credit than that. If the bringing
of an avowed
Communist to the campus is going to corrupt our pure minds,
our education
will have been in vain. Rather it should be a challenge to
listen to these
people and spot their fallacies, if there are any.
One of the items I would work for would be the formation of some
kind
of student lobby in the State House. Many bills are brought
before the
legislature which directly concern university students and it
would benefit
us if we had a student there to represent us.
Other items included in my platform are closer student-faculty
relations,
opser Senate cooperation with the communications media and closer
coordination of the many governments dealing with students. i.e. the
Senate.
IFC and AWS.
Finally, the office of the president commands a great deal of power
because of the position taken at the podium while presiding at meetings
. The
president directs the train of thought and the activity on the floor.
The
Senators heed the position taken by the president on various issues.
Therefore it is fair to say that this job requires a dynamic and thinking
individual, and given the opportunity. I feel I could handle it.
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by Stan Wentzell
establish a program to bring big name lectures to Maine. This program will
have to have substantial funds and would be under the direction of the
Senate.
Thirdly, we must revitalize the committee structure of the Senate. Some
committees could be abolished and others combined. But primarily I would
encourage them to take the initiative and present their own programs instead of just receiving their work from the Senate.
Fourthly I think the Senate should exert itself as a coordinator of campus
organizations. We ratify all student organizations yet after this there is no
more contact between the organization and the Senate. I think there should
be a review of organizations to see which ones, if any, are largely inactive
and to make recommendations to strengthen them.
Fifthly, the Senate should continue to be an initiator of programs and
11,:aa. As chairman I would broaden the course evaluation program next
year so we are evaluating all courses and proffs critically rather than just
the good ones. I would increase communications with the bookstore in the
hopes of achieving a more satisfactory relationship between it and students.
I think we should have members of the faculty and administration speaking
at Senate meetings in order to better acqupint Senators with the workings of
the university.
Finally, the Senate has got to have better communications with the student body. The president of the Senate should establish a regular column in
the Campus explaining and reporting upon all aspects of student government. I think a welcoming letter to freshmen explaining the operation of
student government would also be effective.
These, then very briefly, are a few of the areas into w Mel) I think the
Senate can and should move. I hope everyone will examine the issues and
gilndidates then support student government by voting on Tuesday.

•

men concert. Tuesday night after the
mayoralty speeches would produce
more people in the right frame of
To the Editor:
mind instead of in the middle of the
I've just heard that the Senate afternoon when people are relaxing
has nominated its first female candi- in other places.
date for student Senate president.
I realize that the Cobras will be
While I am delighted to hear that here on Tuesday
(or so I have
our Senate is so progressive, I won- heard) but I think
that more people
der whether the lady---Margery Lip- would have liked
to
ton---will be able to carry out the men in the Cobra's see the Kingsplace.
functions of our highest student ofDave Young
fice.
Knowing how the fair sex is about Editor's Note: Instead of "relaxspending money, I can only hope ing in other places," why not try
that tradition will be upheld and a relaxing on campus. Then you
could enjoy the concert.
male elected.
Alan K. Shevis
•

Lady able

•

An answer
To the Editor:
I would like to address my comments to Mr. Alan Shevis.
Your letter raises a question that
has been risen in the minds of a few
other people on this campus.
First of all. I would like to point
out that this election is not a boy vs.
girl contest. Rather, it is based on
the issue of competence.
And I feel that I qualify. I am a
Senator, I am on the executive staff
of WMEB-FM and I have been
on various student-faculty relations
committees. They all add up to the
experience which will enable me to
fulfill the office of president successfully.
As far as finances go, my checkbook has always balanced, if that is
any indication to you of a mathematical mind.
Also let me remind you that this
is the year a girl was selected as editor of the Harvard Crimson. And
although my candidacy may be a
first in Orono, there is Estelle Watson, President of the Senate at
UMP.
Marge Lipton

Forbidden fruits
To the Editor:
I noted a touch of hysteria plus
a certain amount of misinformation
in Dr. Robert A. Graves' letter to
the Campus (April 21). The tone is
one of No No! Don't Touch The
Forbidden Fruits!
Dr. Graves is too eager to make a
case against the use of certain drugs.
His explanations seem hurriedly put
together, and if one troubles to in-

vestigate, he will find them often
misleading, or entirely false.
Admittedly, LSD-25 is a dangerous
drug and under unpleasant circumstances the neurotic moody person
can have a terrifying time, the psychotic or thinly-veiled psychotic can
go permanently insane. This is not,
however, the case with either peyote
(mescaline) or the so-called "magic
mushrooms" (psilocybin).
American Indians of the Southwest and Mexico have been taking
the former drug as part of religious
rites for hundreds of years. Some
225,000 members of the Native
American Church are legally entitled to use this drug. Far from promoting murder, suicide, and insanity,
peyote has been a source of great
religious comfort to tens of thousands of Indians; it has helped more
than anything in curing many Indians of alcoholism.
Similarly, the "magic mushrooms"
have been ingested as part of religious rites for at least two thousand
years. A drug which blunts drive,
causes murder, suicide, or insanity
is culturally destructive. The use of
such a drug would have been out(Continued on page Ten)
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Other places
To the Editor:
It seems to me that the Maine
Day Committee could have found a
more opportune time for the Kings-
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Letters
(Continued from Page Nine)
Jawed as taboo, not nurtured as part
of the religious ritual.
Dr. Graves' ignorance of marijuana is considerable. He cites the
opinion of an expert on the subject
(inaccurately, incidentally) and reinterprets the meaning in the light
of his own prejudices. The opinion
of this former staff psychiatrist at
the U. S. Public Health Service at
Lexington, Kentucky was that mari-

juana is relatively harmless. Although I neither directly quoted
anybody nor referred to a specific
piece of writing, Dr. Graves seems
quite sure that any reference to
marijuana's relative innocuity must
be only in relation to the narcotic
drugs.
Had he bothered, he would have
found that there is quite a body of
responsible and competent medical
authority to back up the statement
that marijuana is a harmless drug.
Dr. Marvin Freedman, a psychologist, and Dr. Harvey Provelson, a
psychiatrist, in a recent issue of the
Nation wrote that "it is difficult to

Orono, Maine, April 28, 1966

fashion a serious case against smoking marijuana" and that "there is
little evidence that marijuana darnages the individuals who smoke it."
A former medical officer in charge
at Lexington has written,"Marijuana
is not possessed of any mysterious
power to force people to commit
acts which they would not otherwise perform." William Sparks in
an issue of Commonweal writes that
marijuana is "a drug which exhaustive research has shown to be harmless to its user and unproductive of
any conduct on his part harmful to
society."
The Research Branch at Lexing-

ton made a film on marijuana a
couple of years ago whose introduction contained the following
statements: "Marijuana smokers giggle, laugh, bother no one and have
a good time.... Smoking marijuana
has no unpleasant after-effects, no
dependence is developed on the drug,
and the practice can easily be
stopped at any time."
Dr. Graves' statement, "Marijuana
users who seek to forget go on to
narcotics" is so ambiguous it is utterly without meaning. One might just
as well say that chocolate cake gobblers who seek to forget go on to
narcotics.

LATE HEWS
for
ERG
GRA

CLASSIFIED
1 YPEWRITERS repaired. Call:
Ed Fairfield 866-4561.
FURNISHED apartment for rent
for summer. Two bedrooms,
shower. Convenient to stores and
campus. Call 866-4561.
FOR SALE: 1960 Ford hardtop
V-8 with automatic transmission.
Clean car, one owner, moving
and must sell. $550. 945-3263.
FOR SALE: 2 pair of skis, metal
and wood, with boots and poles.
Tom Sjo, 104 Main Street,
Orono, Maine,
FOR SALE: Scout, 4 wheel
drive, positive traction rear end,
ful top, clean, see it to appreciate it. $1250. Call 945-3263.

" Expanding military and commercial business
;
4 has created even more openings.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions
you have yet had to make, we suggest you consider
joining us at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Like most everyone else, we offer an of the usual "fringe" benefits,
Including our Corporation-financed Graduate Education
Program. But, far more important to you and your
future, is the wide-open opportunity for professional
growth with a company that enjoys an enviable record of
stability. You win be working on challenging new problems of propulsion.

CAMP POSITIONS FOR FACULTY, GRADUATE
STUDENTS, EXPERIENCED UPPERCLASSMEN. We invite letters of inquiry for exciting work
with youngsters at camp. Mature
staff. Openings include general
nature, astronomy, electronics,
ham radio, musicals, folk music.
tennis, waterfront, fine arts,
archery, guitar, overnight camping. Boys camp next to Boston
Symphony's Tanglewood. 38th
year. Travel allowance. Send full
experience, references. Camp
Mah-Kee-Nac, 377 Irving Avenue, South Orange, N. J. 07079.
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FOR SALE: 1964 Pontiac Catalina. 39,000 miles, automatic,
power steering and brakes, radio,
perfect condition. One owner.
$1950.00. Call 942-4029 days
or 942-4202 nights.
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'
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Your dogma can be a BS, MS or PhD in: MECHANICAL
• AERONAUTICAL • ELECTRICAL • CHEMICAL ENGINEERING•PHYSICS • CHEMISTRY• METALLURGY
• CERAMICS• MATHEMATICS • ENGINEERING SCIENCE OR APPLIED MECHANICS.

SUMMER JOBS IN ALASKA
ARE PROFITABLE. LISTINGS
OF COMPANY NAMES AND
ADDRESSES: $1.00 TO DENIS
RYDJESKI, C/O E. R. ANUTA, RR 10, LAFAYETTE, IND.

GRADUATICH DATE

III --a
SPECIALISTS IN POWER . . POWER FOR PROPULS
ION—
POWER FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRINT UTILIZATIONS
INCLUDE MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT, MISSILES
,
SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND iNDuSTRIAL APPLICATIONS.

Pratt &Whitney Aircraft
CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

FLORIDA

= Reo

STREET AS:-

And make no mistake about It... you'll get a solid
feeling of satisfaction from your contribution to our
nation's economic growth end to its national defense
no well.

For more specific information (and Immediate action)
concerning a career With Pratt &Whitney Aircraft, write
today(or use coupon)to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Building 1-A, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108,

I know several dozen people who
use marijuana or have used it at one
time or another. Not one has gone
on to or contemplated going on to
narcotics. A third of the undergraduates at Yale have been estimated to have had experience with
marijuana; 10% of the students at
such large cosmopolitan campuses
as Harvard and Columbia are believed to be chronic users of the
drug.
A former Maine student faces
up to eight years in prison for what
University of Chicago child psychoanalyst Ner Littner has called involving oneself in one "developmental phase of being a college student."
Of course, Dr. Graves is always
free to pass off the statements I
have cited as "dangerous misinformation." The prestige of his position
would undoubtedly allow him to
get away with it. I should just like
to remind him that he is guilty of a
grave injustice. Dr. Graves has
played his part toward the dismissal
of honor student Donald Haley
and the possibility that this boy
will spend eight years of his life behind bars.
Peter S. T. Taber
(Continued on Page Eleven)
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VISIT Russia, Israel or Israel,
Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Spain,
North Africa. $999.00. Hotels,
meals, sightseeing. Jet round trip
from New York. Sandra Hano,
4548 Banner Drive, Long Beach,
Calif. 90807.

YO

Moroacvctes—BSA and Ducati.
Authorized dealer. H oil and
Brothers Cycle Center, 5 Maple
Street, Brewer. Tel. 989-3614
or 989-4908. Several new and
used motorcycles in stock.

El

CAM

FOR SALE: Vcspa Scooter, Super Sport 1965 model, very
good condition. reasonably priced.
B. S. Bolaria, 866-2447 or
866-7296.
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TIIE MAINE CAMPUS
fourth—proportionately among the
dorms.
Consequently, (3) that the "leftovers," to which Mr. Ainsworth
makes reference, be left over for the
grad students. It is my understanding
that at least one whole floor of
Chadbourne is being reserved for
next year's grads. Having adjusted
to college life by now, it would seem
that they are the best prepared to
put up with the less-than-ideal conditions.
It's really unfortunate that these
conditions exist and that some group
or groups must be subjected to discrimination when it comes to housing assignments. However, given the
university's policy on housing, it
seems only fair that freshmen
should be given a break. Otherwise,
it is possible that many of them may
never return as sophomores.
Joel Marquis

To the Editor:
Last week a few women of the
Class of 1969 protested that they
were being treated unfairly by the
women's housing director. Mr. Edward Ainsworth expressed concern over the fact that preferential
housing was being offered first to
seniors, then to juniors, etc., resulting an imbalance of class representation within the dorms (i.e., Cumber* land, Aroostook, and others overweighted with seniors and juniors;
and Corbett. Dunn, and company
overweighted in favor of sophomores
and freshmen).
On page 19 of The University of
Maine Catalog for 1966, we find
the university's written policy toward the housing of undergraduates.
In italics, it says: "Undergraduate
women not living at home are required to live in one of the wo•
men's dormitories ... All men students who are members of the
freshman class and who do not live
at home are required to live in a
To the Editor:
University dormitory ..."
If tripling up in the rooms is the
I would like to take this opportubest practical answer in order to nity to publicly thank all the stuallow more students the opportunity dents that went out and spoke for
for a college education, I'm all for the Higher Education for Maine
it. It is the policy governing who Youth committee. This year being
should be tripled up that I find hard the first real year of the committee.
to accept.
we needed a lot of help and the
A high school graduate gets to students came through. The program
college only to find that he has this year was a great success.
some very important and difficult
The students ss ho went out to
adjustments to make, the first year speak and the principals of the
being by far the most trying. It's not schools were very pleased by the
a fast process, but eventually he way the program was handled. The
matures and learns to cope with and participation of the high school stuadjust to the problems of making it dents was enthusiastic. We used over
200 University students and spoke
through college.
For myself, I know that I can to over 80 schools this year.
do now in one hour what it took me
Next year we hope to double both
three hours to do as a freshman. I'm numbers. The Higher
Education for
• not suggesting that things get easier, Maine Youth program has been a
merely that a student becomes more success because you,
the students
efficient in his studies over time.
that spoke made it so. Again I thank
Assuming that my observation you and hope to see you
next year
(which I believe is typical of most with a bigger program.
students) is acceptable, it seems
Hiram J. Emery
logical and fair that freshmen should
Chairman H.E.M.Y.
be offered the most ideal conditions
available so that they may be able
to successfully complete their first
year with the fewest distractions.
They have to contend with enough
without being stuck in a "three- To the
Editor:
some."
Two weeks ago Mr. Moskowitz
My recommendations, therefore, reminded all the "mindless"
students
are the following: (1) that fresh- and "conditioned faculty"
at Maine
men be proportionately assigned to
the best rooms within the various
dorms, and that not a single freshman be in a three-man room unless
it is his wish; (2) that sophomores
he given the second preference,
juniors the third, and seniors the

Thanks

Israel,
vslavia,
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This little pig

mall last Saturday. I was the person catching contest
" might be to apply
holding the animal while vegetable a thick coating
of a sticky, sweet
fat was applied in order to make the substance (like
molasses) to each of
pig harder to catch.
the contestants and garnish this mess
I was unexpectedly asked to help with "sweet swill."
catch the pig and grease it. I agreed
Then the contestants would be
only because I didn't want the animal injured in the process. I also placed singly in a pen with a numfelt that the knowledge of animals I ber of sows equal to the number of
have from handling horses would be contestants. The one that does not
pass out while being "cleaned up"
of some help in this situation.
A gang overw helmed the pig would then be the winner.
Let's have some respect for our
during two of the three "catches." I
tried to offer a suggestion but it dumb animals.
went unheard. Reasoning with peoPiet Lammert
ple bent on a particular mission is
almost impossible.
The pig was not physically injured
as far as I know, but it will be
"spooky" of humans until its end.
I suggest the contest be run in a
more organized and fair manner or
Senate Treasurer
not at all. My suggestion for a "pig

Vote Good ridge

MORRISON'S
BARBER SHOP
Monday thru Friday
7:30 A.m. - 6:00 P.M.
Saturday
7:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.I.
Two Barbers to Serve You
ORONO
ON MILL ST. ON THE LEFT
between Bradford's Real Estate
and Goldsmith's Real Estate

the COFFEE HOUSE
coffee, conversation, and
paperbacks

Fri. 8:30

OPEN
Sat. 9:00 Play Readings
Mr. Friend
Mr. Kopp
Wed.: Closed for Maine Day

To the Editor:
People fighting between themselves don't particularly bother me.
But when people gang up on animals, a different situation is presented. Animals do not have the
brains we are supposed to possess.
This letter is in reference to the
greased pig catching contest on the

•
Common sense

ORONOKA
RESTAURANT
SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

eyhip'ighore
Tee-Tab'shirt
for the
golf set
3.00

iac Catttomatic,
s, radio,
owner.
I9 days

LASKA
iTINGS
S AND
DENIS
ANUE, IND.

of the military intervention on the
college campus.
He pointed out that the R.O.T.C.
program, a "manifestation of military might," is one of many federal
programs "thrust upon the college
campus."
He then went on to point out the
disadvantages of federal aid to universities, somehow implying a connection between necessary government supported scientific research
and a voluntary program designed
to train temporary military leaders.
It is interesting to note that the
vast majority of the federal aid supplied by the Department of Defense
is use to support scientific research.
Having actively participated both in
the R.O.T.C. program and in a
scientific research, I can appreciate
the necessity of each.
R.O.T.C. provides an opportunity
to serve your military obligation in
the most constructive and beneficial
manner possible. Federally supported research allows a research
fundamental to scientific endeavor
to be financially supported by the
only possible source of sufficient
funds, the federal government.
Having outgrown my "war toys'
but not my common sense, I question Mr. Moskowitz's sense of militation.
David Staples
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MAKE FREESE'S
MEN'S SHOP
YOUR BANGOR

masculine

HEADQUARTERS
FOR ARROW.
EVERYTHING
SEEN IN READER'S DIGEST

IN LATEST
CAMPUS STYLES.
FREESE'S
downtown Bangor

Breezy, carefree fashion—as casual as can he.
Beautifully detailed,65% Dacron polyester,
35°,cotton. White, pastels, sun tones. 28 to 40

at: H. M. Goldsmith, Inc.
76-78 North Main Street

...that's the kind of aroma she likes being close to. The aroma of Old Spice.
Crisp, tangy, persuasive. Old Spice ...
unmistakably the after shave lotion for
the untamed male. Try it soon ...she's
waiting.
1.25 & 2.00

...that's the way it is
with Old Spice

Old Town
SHULTON
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Maine track depth beats
12 first places by B.U.
By RUSS POTTER
The depth of the Maine varsity
track team was the winning factor
Saturday as the Black Bears beat
Boston University, 82-66. in the first
meet of the home season.
Although Maine's only winners
were Al Crockett in the pole vault,
Ivan Brawn in the discus, Jim Webber in the javelin, and John Buteauwhose hundred-yard dash set a new
meet record-the cindermen picked
up points in other events. Maine
scored in every event, taking second
and third in the hammer, triple
jump, broad jump, mile, shot, high
hurdles, half mile, quarter-mile hurdles, and two mile. The Bears swept
the javelin, pole vault, and high
jump.
Boston University's big guns were
Dave Hemery. Carl Johnson, George
Starkus, and Dan Lavangie-each
winning two events. Hemery. a British Olympic hopeful, set new field
records in both hurdles events. Johnson established new meet records in

UNIVERSITY
MOTOR INN

the 220 and 440. Lavangie won both
the hammer and the shot. Starkus
broke the meet record in the mile
and just edged out Maine's Joe Dahl
to win the two mile.
But all these individual fireworks
were overshadowed by a great team
effort by Maine. Coach Ed Styrna
was understandably pleased by the
performances of both his varsity and
freshman squads.
The Maine freshmen won easily
over the B.U. yearlings. 102-36.
Steve Turner, Ed Schmid, John
Dowd, and Dave Heward performed
particularly well. Turner ran a 4:23
minute mile, eclipsing the old outdoor record by nearly five seconds,
and won the two mile, leading Maine
to sweeps in each event
Schmid won both hurdles events.
leading a sweep in the high hurdles.
John Dowd pole vaulted 121:1 feet.
setting a meet record. Dave Heward
tied the meet record of 10.5 seconds
in the 100 and won the broad jump.
Saturday both track teams will be
in action at home. The varsity will
meet New Hampshire at 1 p.m.. and
the frosh will battle the Portland
High team at 2 p.m.
Individual scores for the Maine
team in the varsity meet were:
SHOT-2. Brawn. 3. Ilobb.;
POLE VA1TT-1. Crockett. 2.

KEEPSAKE
-DIAMONDS-

11116MIMINIPPPEIPPewas.......

DeGrasse Jewelers

• 50 Modern Deluxe Units
• Adjacent to University
of Maine Campus
• TY and Telephone
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
• Restaurant - Coffee Shop

watch and jewelry repairing
University of Maine
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternirs and
sorority charms

RESERVATIONS
Call 207-866-4921 Orono

38 Main St.

Orono
Tel. 866-4032

WILLIAM 0. LUKE, Manager

SO MUCH FOR SO LITTLE
IN STYLE -IN FIT -IN VALUE

Orono, M
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Gillette. 11-11-0; HIGH JUMP1. Danione, 2. Wright, 3. Cowing.
11-5-13; JAVELIN-I. Webber, 2.
White, 3. Hobbs, D-202-2;
RROAD JUMP-2. Kantauskas,
3. Darnone. D-21-3; DISCUS1. Brawn, 3. Kunz. D-124-61
.;
HOP, STEP, JUMP-2. Kantauskas, 3. Damone, D-42-101,i ; 120
HIGH HURDLES- 2. Ballinger,
3. Gillette. T-14.2 (New field NNE
,
ord); 100-1. Buteau, 2. Osielo.
T-10.2 (New meet record); MILE
-2. Clark, 3. Petrie. T-4:19.8
(New meet record); 440--2. Kirkland. T-49.5; 440 HURDLES2. Ballinger, 3. Gillette. T-53.1
(New field record); 880-2.
Clark, 3. Petrie. T-1:56.6 (Meet
record); 220-2. Buteau. T-22.1
(Meet record); MILE RELAYT-3:22.7; HAMMER-2. Kunz,3.
Brawn. D-144-7 1 2 ; 2-MILE-2.
Dahl, 3. LaGasse. T-9:30.

Curtis will speak
to senior class
at spring dinner
Theodore "Ted" Curtis, retiring
faculty manager of athletics at the
University of Maine for the past
36 years, will address members of
the senior class on the Orono campus. tonight.
Seniors will gather in West Commons at 7 p. m. The dinner is sponsored jointly by the University of
Maine and the General Alumni Association of the University.
More than 500 seniors are expected to attend the spring affair.
Dr. H. Austin Peck, vice president
of academic affairs at
and
Robert Schoppe. president of the
Alumni Association, will also attend
the dinner.

The Senior Class Dinner is given in honor of the graduating class.
During the evening, seniors are acquainted with the Alumni Association and begin their roles as alumni
by electing alumni class officers.
The class will also select a class
gift to present to the University.
Campus Police Chief Steve Gould
and his band will provide music for
the dinner.

GEORGE CLARK WHERE ARE YOU?-lf you
look close you'll be able
to see Clark's outline right behind the leading B.U.
contender on the
right. Clark finished second here in the 880.

First 1
Finals

Cadets endure rigid trials
in ROTC camp orientation

Its HI RI
I irst
It,ti
fraternity disintianniral ir
merit were: P
PKS 7. TC
- PGD 4, LC
TKE 5. SC
Results in t
Rion were:
U. Park 15
Curnb 3, 6 - Cumb 2, 7,
Ark 4, 5 - A
Dunn 3. 3, E
Can 1, 15 - G:
The finals
be played toi
•rinals and qua
played earlier
The pairing
ball eliminati
been announo
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twenty dorrnii
versity Park
the other gix
matches in ti
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while Monday
of first mum
non-fraternity

The ROTC Department of the ied a huge pile
of beer cans, pizza
University of Maine recently con- containers, and
other debris.
ducted a field training exercise to
The attack was run across difficult
orient juniors and some seniors who
ground and dense underbrush, but
will attend the six-week ROTC sumdespite terrain difficulties and inexmer camp in June.
perience, it was launched successThe exercise started at 5:30 Satur- fully.
One junior, Robert Bernier,
day morning with calisthentics and
crept up to behind the "enemy" maa run around the Mall. This gave
chine gun team and pounced on them
the cadets some idea of what a typitrying to put them out of action.
cal day of summer training was like. Major
Clifton Deringer. a ROTC inAfter the physical trainings the structor
. grabbed Bernier by the colcadets began their actual combat ler
and pulled him off the gun.
training. Saturday's schedule in"You're dead, son," the Major said,
cluded a five-mile approach march "but
you just won the mock Silver
to the University Forest where the Star
posthumously."
cadets staged an attack against a hill
During the night phase of the exdefended by the "Ranger Company."
While in the forest, six cadets ercise the cadets ran an escape and
were detailed to clean up garbage evasion course. They were divided
that had been thrown beside the into groups and each group was
road. The cadets collected and bur- given a compass and told to infiltrate
an area patrolled by the "Rangers."
On Sunday the cadets were introduced to the Personal Combat Proficiency Test, a series of exercises,
including a mile run, grenade throw,
forty-yard low crawl, and ladder exercise, designed to test the skill,
dexterity and endurance of a soldier.

•
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Football game set for Maine Day

ir.

The annual Blue versus White
inter-squad football game will be
held on Maine Day, starting at 1:15
at Alumni Field. The game will
conclude the fifteen spring practice
sessions and will give the students
opportunity to see the defending
Y-C team in action.
Head Coach Harold Westerman
has warned that this team "won't
be able to rest on any past performances." Ile adds that the "boys
are anxious to prove themselves as
the team of 1966."
The ganie will give the coaching
staff an opportunity to see the boys
under game conditions for the first
time. Most of the sessions have
stressed fundamentals, but the team
has enough plays for the game. The
players will be as evenly matched
as possible for the scrinimage, and
will play under regulation game
rules.
Coach Westerman believes his
biggest job is finding capable re-

placements for those players who
are graduating. Maine will lose its
"field general" in quarterback DeVarney.
Also graduating are halfback
Frank Harney; center Wally Hirt;
defensive tackle Vern Walker; ends
Al Riley and Dave Harnum: defensive ends John Libby and Robert
Stott; and defensive backfieldnien
Ron Lanza, Dough Avery. and Bob
Kocrniersky.
The important quarterback
lion is being contested by George
Platter, Paul Pendleton, and Lance
Gallant. Platter and Pendleton are
currently playing for the baseball
team. Southpaw Gallant has recovered front a broken hand, which
occurred in the first freshman football game of the season. Gallant is
the first lefty quarterback that
Coach Westerman has had here in
his 17 years.
Maine will have at least four
starting guards available next sea-

First rounds in softball end;
Finals to be played tonight

be able
ler on the

By HURRICANE McLEOD
First
round
results in
the
fraternity division single elimination
intramural indoor softball tournament were: PEK 4 - BTP 1. SPE 9
o
PKS 7. TC 7 - DTD I. PMD 13
- PGD 4. LCA 5 - SN 1, TEP 7 TKE 5. SC 17 - KS 16.
Results in the non-fraternity disision were:
U. Park 15 - Oak and 111111 1,
Cumb 3, 6 - Climb 4, 3, Corb 2, 8
- Cumb 2, 7, Corb 1, 4 - Stod A 2,
Ark 4, 5 - Ark I. 0, Dunn 2, 9 Dunn 3, 3, Esta A, 5 - Esta B, 0,
Can 1, 15- Gan 2, 3.
The finals in both divisions will
be played tonight with the semidrinals and quarter-finals having been
played earlier this week.
The pairings in the outdoor softball elimination tournament have
been announced. Fifteen fraternities
are entered in one division while
twenty dormitory teams and University Park make up the field in
the other grouping. First round
snatches in the fraternity division
are scheduled for Monday, May 2,
while Monday, May 9, is the date
of first round competition in the
non-fraternity division.
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MAINE MASQUE
THEATRE

MENT

All games start at 6:00 p.m., but
equipment must be picked up at the
gym by team captains, managers,
and umpires no later than 5:45.
There are ten men on a team as
indoor softball. The extra man is
usually used as a short fielder in the
outfield, playing just behind the
second baseman. Teams that rely on
long ball hitting will be glad to get
outdoors after playing in the indoor
softball, since their advantage is
greatly hindered by the small size
of the gyrn. Scores of games played
indoors are not a true indication
of the merit of a team. Many potential home runs bounce harmlessly off the ceiling and walls for
only singles and doubles. The only
possible way to get a home run indoors is to hit the ball into one of
the small press boxes suspended in
the end of the gym. There are no
walls outdoors and extra base hits
are thus plentiful for hard hitting
teams. Since there are few good
softball pitchers in the leagues, a
team must be able to hit to win.

DAVIS
DRUG
STORE
in

son. John Sherry and Ed Fairfield.
who both saw action in the 1964
campaign, are returning at the
guard position. Sherry sat out last
season with a broken jaw and Fairfield dropped out of school for a
while. Ivan Brawn and Mike Hodges, two starters of last )ear, are
returning.
According to Coach Westerman,
the outstanding newcomers are line-

men Tom Dyer, Steve Gravelle,
Stan Grover, Donald Loranger, Tim
Marcoulier, Pete Quackenbush, and
Fred Wingate. Backfield candidates
are Thomas Costello, Gerald Rideout, Bruce Stafford, Grant Watkins,
Robert Wilkinson, Charles Yanush,
and Kenneth Zuch.
Next season's team will be cocaptained by John Huard and
Charlie Belisle. The first three

Frosh make 8 runs on 4 hits
to edge Ricker College varsity

The Maine freshman baseball
team used walks and strategic plays
to edge the Ricker College varsity.
11 to 9, last Friday.
The Cubs were out hit, 14-4 but
turned seven walks, six stolen bases,
and seven squeeze plays into eight
runs.
Mike Milliken slammed a basesloaded triple in the first inning to
get the freshman off to a quick
start and latter clubbed out a
double. Charlie Gallant accounted
for the other two hits.
Rick Emery was the winning
pitcher as he allowed only earned
run and struck out eight. while
scattering seven hits in seven and
a third innings of relief.

The Cubs host Husson College
tomorrow at 3 p.m. and Bangor
High Saturday at 2:30 p.m.

games of the 1966 season should be
Maine's toughest. The opener is
with one of the strongest teams in
the V-C, Massachusetts. Next, the
team plays Boston University, which
should be their biggest opponents
physically. Then Maine plays a new
team in their schedule. Bucknell,
who won the Mid-Atlantic Conference last season. Maine will once
again play Youngstown- -this time
in Ohio.

Greek Grass
Stains?

NOTIC E
The Maine Outing Club is sponsoring a square dance this Saturday
from 8:00-12:00 p. m. in the main
lounge of the Union. Wear sneakers.
Refreshments will be provided.

kilr;

Official U-M Class Rings
By HERFF JONES
Your Campus Representatke

DANNY HILLARD

NOTICE

Lambda Chi Uplia

The Maine Outing Club is
sponsoring a bicycle trip this
Saturday
from 8:30-4:30. Approximatel
y 20
miles in length, the trip will
be in
the vicinity of Pushaw Pond.
A
charge of 500 will be collec
ted from
those wishing to have a box
lunch.
Please contact Cherry Evans,
412
Hart. phone 637 for further
details

Tel. 8664134

See the Ring Display and Order Yours at the
— MEMORIAL UNION LOBBY —
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.

S&S STORE
100

FREE

19 MILL STREET—ORONO
S & H Green Stamps with 3 pounds of grou
nd beef

Fancy frozen Canadian Smelts

28c lb.

Short Shank Golden Smoked Picnics
6-8 lb. avg.
39c lb.
USDA Graded Beef Shoulder Roast,
boneless
88c lb.

OLD TOWN
for

re
Hauck Auditorium

adeVoice

8:15 p.m.

bs

MAY 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
TICKETS NOW
ON SALE!
Hauck Aud. box office
10 a.m. - 3 p.m. weekdays

,4ND ALL FAMOUS
SHULTON PRODUCTS
DAVIS DRUG
ALSO HAS ALL THE
POPULAR
ENGLISH LEATHER
and

Admission $1.50
for reservations call 866-7557

CANOE
PRODUCTS TOO

Our Value Tomato Juice — 46 oz. tin — 3 for 89c
save 11c
New Crop Texas Cabbage
California Sno-White cello Cauliflower
California Emperor Grapes

9c lb.
39c each
19c lb.

Coupon items —
25-:
1 Briquets

20c off

25;'-' bag Pillsbury Flour

50c off

8:30 A.5L-6:00 P.M. Monday,Tuesday, Wesin
essisy
8:30 A.M.-9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M.4s:30 P.M. Saturday
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Ordway, Engstrom
come through again
By JOHN TORRONE
Maine's workhorses. Terry Ordway and Gordon Engstrom, once
aga:n pit(hed incredible baseball-this time against the defending cochampion U-Conn. The Arizona
transfer and the sophomore were
supported for the first time this
'mean by the bat.
In the two games. Maine hammered ut 18 his. including two
home runs, a triple, and three
doubles. M( r
importantly, the
Bears handed U-Conn the:r third
Y-C loss. Before entering the Y-C
action, U-Conn boasted a 9-0
mark.
The first game was won by Ordway, 4-1. He allowed only four hits
in the nine innings. yielding an
unearned run in the seventh. Maine
got off to a quick two-run lead in
the first inning. thanks to a triple
by Steve Sones. Then in the fifth.

Lefty Norm Tardiff lifted a 360foot home run over the fght field
fence, bringing in two more runs.
The other hits in the game were
singles by Ferguson. Gillette. Merrill. and Perkins.
The second game was won by
Engstrom relieving Ferris. 8-5
This time it was U-Conn getting off
to a quick 3-0 lead in the opening
frame. Ferris was belted for two
singles and a double in the inning.
In the top of the second Sones tied
into a Baird pitch, sending the ball
forty feet past the 360-foot marker.,
Maine rallied in the top of the
fourth to tie the game. Merrill's
bases-loaded single brought in one
run, and Perkins' fielder's choice
brought in the second. Maine put
the game on ice in the sixth, scoring four runs on singles by DeVarney, Lanza, Perkins. and Engstrom. Nine Maine batters got up

TIIE 4:11%11,LT
Bill Garet:

UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gavels

TYDOL

CHEVRON

NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE

AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE

DUPONT POLISHES

SPRING

and

TUNE-UPS

CLEANERS
866-2538

866-2311

WE HONOR YOUR NEW PHILLIPS 66 CREDI
T CARDS

APRIL IS
NtTIONAL RUG CLEANING MONTH
It's lime to start thinking of Spring Cleani
ng and where sOU
plan to do sour precious carpets. They will
last longer when thes
are clean and add so much to any room
when they sparkle.
Saliba*. hale .rie of the most modern
and best equipped rug
cleaning pl ,nis in Maine. Our membership
in the National Institute of Rug Cleaning Inc. (N.I.R.C.)
keeps us up to date on the
latest method.. and assures satisfaction
eyerytime.
We also clean upholstered furnit
ure in your home or our shop.

%%AL INSTI
Enna
1,
NIRC
408 CLEA1110
Mart of hitelnty

This Seal is your guarantee
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in that big inning. Ferris. Lamm
and Ferguson all got doubles in the
game to contribute to the 12-hit
attack.

Engstrom was tagged for two solo
homers by Ron Buzbee and Bob
Schaefer of U-Conn, but scattered
the other four hits in the seven
innings he pitched. U-Conn's big
pitcher Tom Lawton only pitched
two innings in the two games, allowing no hits and striking out three
Maine batters. Lawton has been ailing with a case of mononucleosis
"The series will definitely be a
real boost to the Maine morale,"
says Coach Butterfield. The coach
has reason to be happy Terry Ordway. 2-2, has an ERA of 0.87.
Saphomore Engstrom, who has
proven himself capable in the tough
V-C. has a 1.98 ERA. Dick Perkins made two fielding gems at
second and, more importantly, made
noise with the bat.
The hitting was the big factor ia
WHO SAID MAINE COULDN'T IIIT?
bath games. If Sones and Tardiff
didn't get the big blows, both games
might have turned around the other way. Ferguson, who picked up a
pair of glasses on Thursday, smashed
the ball to dead center for a double
in the second game. It reached the
By BYItNE and MURRAY
fence on one bounce, and if it had
been ht more to left, it would have
With the advent of good weather. offer good trout
fishing, and arc
been out of the park. One sad note, students turn their thoughts away
within bicycling distance.
Geric-h of U-Conn stole off of Mer- from studies to the many outdoor
Now that most of the snow is
activities offered in Vacationland.
rill in the second inning of the first
gone, some students prefer hiking
Within an hour's drive are a numgame to end "Stump's" streak.
and climbing. Suggested day hikes
ber of fine lakes and ponds offering
Coach Butterfield will go with
include Passadumkeag Mountain
trout and other game fishing for
Ordway and Engstrom once again
1463'), 15 miles east of Howland
book-weary students. Some of the
Friday and Saturday when Maine
if Rt. 188 in Sapanac, or Chi(k
takes on Rhode Island away. Maine favorite areas are Branch Lake,
Phillips Lake, Toddy Pond, and
Hill (Peaked Mt. 1200'). 16 miles
will host last year's co-champion.
of Bang r off Rt. 9 in Clifton. Both
Vermont, on Tuesday and Wednes- Green Lake. These are all located
in the Ellsworth area. Reports arc
mountains have fire towers at their
day, starting at 2:30 p. m.
that Green Lake has yielded sev- summi:s which may be visited.
In the Y-C race last week, Mau.
eral nice salmon in the past two
While Maine has many state
defeated U-Conn, 7-2, and Vermont,
weeks; one measured 22 inches. parks, none within 100
miles is yet
4-2 and 5-4. Rhode Island downed
Closer to the campus, Pushaw Lake, open. Historical Fort
Knox Statk2
New Hampshire, 3-2.
Birch Stream and Sunkh.../ • Stream
Park, located west of Bucksport mci
Rt. 1, opens to the public May 1,!
Baxter and most of the other state
parks will open May 15. The Maine
seaco 1st has long been a spring attraction. Acadia National Park offers picni( king, camping, fishing
hiking. scenic roads, snack bar,
and is open year round.
The experienced canoeist realizes
that the waterways are still high
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
turbulent, and cold. Still water runs
IN EASTERN MAINE
deep; caution is the word.
• * •
For those without cars and
canoes, bicycling and hiking in the
Take-Out Service
University Forest are the best bets
• • •
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is Maine's only accepted
member of the National

•

•

Si

STATE STREET, VEAZIE
Tel. 945-6500

Institute of Rug Cleaners.

UNIVERSITE

Free Pickup and Delirer, in Orono,
Old Town area
Tuesday and Friday

Montreal
ECOLE

-

NOTICE
There will be a Freshman Class
meeting next Sunday at 1:00 p. m
in 130 Little Hall. Candidates for
next year's class offices will speak.
MAINE MASQUE

McGII,I,
Canada

IP

FRANCAISE

D'ETE: 29 juin-11 aout 1966
CELEBRATION DU CINQUANTENAIRE
DE L'ECOLE
Cours de langue et de litterature. Nouvel
le Section de Civilisation Possibi
lite de
preparer un M.A.

Rug Sales and Service
2 PLEASANT STREET • 9424029
• BANGOR

NOMBREUX PROFESSEURS INVITES
des grandes universites francaises et
nord-americaines, residant a la Cite univer
sitaire avec les etudiants et dirigeant les
activites parascolaires.
Salles de cours climatisees. Labora
toire de langues tres moderne Pour
renseignements: ecrire 5 Mlle J. Solliec, Secret
aire.

DORI
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8
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Netmen stage a comeback;
Doubles were key to victory

The varsity tennis team lost to a
tough University of Connecticut
team last Friday, 8-1. The third
doubles combination of Robinson
and Ginn precented a sweep by
downing the U-Conn team of SpiroSilberfein, 6-4. 2-6, and 6-2, Maine
was outclassed by an outstanding
group of tennis players.
The next day, Saturday, Maine upset University of Rhode Island, 6-3,
in a match that was determined by
the doubles. After the singles, Maine
led by a margin of 4-2, but was in
serious double trouble. The 1st
double team of Hauck-Swartz was
down 5-1, match point, before they
rallied to beat their opponents. The
second double team lost their
point. The third double team of
NOTICE
Maine Day sales are on now
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT is the best
explanat•
for the sailing through Tuesday, May 3rd at the
booth outside the Den from 8 a.m.
team's eighth place finish out of nine schools
at the N E.I.S.A. Dinghy.
to 4 p.m. Sales include a limited
The race was won by Rhode Island, followe
d by Tufts, and Boston
number of tickets to the Kingsmen
university. The Maine skippers last outing
was in the fall as they en- Concert on Maine Day afternoon
tered the race "green." Next race: the Y-C
at U-Conti. Saturday. Un- for only $1.00 per person and
fortunately for Maine, URI will once again
tickets for the noon barbecue. A
compete.
limited number of barbecue tickets
are available free for fraternity and
off-campus students and faculty
members. Extra tickets will be sold
at $1.00 per ticket. For on-campus
students meal tickets are sufficient
for the barbecue.

Big golf upset at U-Conn;
Maine loses debut to R.I.

le
Fishing, and are
tance.

The University of Maine golf
team suffered a disappointing debut
defeat, 5-2, Thursday against the
University of Rhode Island at the
Point Judith Country Club.
Maine's only victories were two
1-up decisions by John Warren and
Pete Martin. Jack Tole had the lowest score for Maine, a 79, but still
lost to Paul Quigley of URI, who
had a 75.
The next day, the McCall golfers
traveled to Connecticut and won,
4-3. The victory was Maine's first
win over U-Conn in eight years.
Pete Martin posted the best score
for Maine with a 75 to beat his
opponent, Curtis Lindholm, who had
a 80, 5-4. Other Maine victors were
Jack Tole (81-84), 2-1; Len Ladd
(82-83), 1-up; Terry Nadeau (8892), 5-4, U-Conn victors were Dan
Esposito (75-78) over John Warren.
2-1; Stanley Hi!sink (82-84) over
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Swift-Kestenbaum lost the second
set, 6-3, before they rallied in the
third set to win their point.
Scores of the Rhode Island match
were: Singles: Hauck (NI) def.
Miller (R.I.), 6-2, 6-4; Erickson
(NI) def. Foulnier (R.I.), 6-3, 6-3;
Sunshine (R.I.) def. Robinson (M),
6-0, 6-0; Swartz (M) def. Mook
RI). 4-6 7-5, 6-3; Fenderson (M)
def. Henry (R.I.), 6-4, 4-6, 6-2;
Woods (R.I.) def. Ginn (NI). 6-4,
2-6, 7-5.

Doubles: Hauck-Swartz (M) def.
Miller-Tournier (R.I.), 3-6, 6-3, 7-5;
Sushine-Messier (R.I.) def. Erickson-Robinson (NI), 6-3, 7-9, 6-3;
Swift-Kestenbaun (M) def. WoodsHenry (R.I.), 6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
NOTICE
All those interested in becoming
male cheerleaders for the 1966
football season please contact Ray
Philippon, Lambda Chi Alpha or
Peter Mercier, Tau Kappa Epsilon.

Attention: Seniors Going To

MEDICAL SCHOOL
The Nikon Medical Microscope is
guaranteed for 25 years. (So please
don't wait until the last day before
classes to buy yours.)
Be compulsive and write us now for
our brochure. You'll learn what to
look for in your microscope.
THE NIKON SBR
MICROSCOPE
Ferranti-Dege. Inc.,
New England's Exclusive Nikon Student Dealer, and
one of the world's
largest.

FERRANTI-DEGE, Inc.
1252 Massachusetts Avenue
Harvard Square
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Vic Nunan. 5-4; and William Buggie
(78-78) over Dave Barber, 1-up.
The Maine golfers traveled to
Bowdoin today to play in the State
Series. Tomorrow they play at New
Hampshire. On Tuesday the team
travels to Lewiston for another State
Series match.
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COSMETICS

.4,

Shell with discipline,
cropped to a dashing new
length. In magnificent
100% Dacron° polyester
crepe. White, powder
tones. 28 to 38.
at H. M. GOLDSMITH INC.
76-78 N. Main St. Old Town

How to look good on any golf course: play it bold with
Arrow's Mr. Golf, the Decton wash
and wear knit that stays fresh and crisp to the eighte
enth and beyond. Stays tucked-in,
too. An extra-long back tail keeps down while you swing. Many
standout colors, $5. Pick out a few at your Arrow
retailers.

-21RROH:-

YOUR ARROW STORE IN OLD TOWN

A. J. GOLDSMITH

58 l'E,f RS OF SERVICE TO Ir. OF if.
STUDENTS AND FACULTY
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Yesterday, you may have had a reason
for missing a good,nourishing breakfast.

St
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Today, you don't.
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Now you can have
new Carnation
instant breakfast
-makes milk a meal
that's too good to miss.

10

Each glass delivers as much protein as two eggs,co as much minera
l nourishment as two strips of
crisp bacon, '-,.
more energy than two slices of buttered toast,
and even Vitamin C—the
orange juice vitamin.
It comes in a lot of great flavors, too. Look for them in your cereal
section.
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